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ABSTRACT The paper gives an overview of a new a,pproach to global sm.oothing 
problems for dispersive and non-dispersive evolution equations based on the global 
canonical transforms and the m.icrolocal analysis. The paper 
discusses the equivalence of known srnoothing estim.aJ,es for different equations, gives 
new estimates for equations \vith homogeneous and non-homogeneous symbols, and 
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form of Legendrian oscillatory integrals while more general evolution partial differ-
ential equations give rise to oscillatory integrals of more general types. Elements of 
the required analysis usually include methods of representation of solutions, calculus 
of solution operators and of propagators, global weighted £ 2 and other estimates, 
spectral properties, functional analytic properties, etc. 
In this paper we briefly overview several approaches to linearisations of nonlinear 
evolution equations as well as approaches to smoothing estimates. We give several 
examples of equations and corresponding problems. The main issue discussed here 
are the smoothing estimates for linear evolution equations. We are mainly inter-
ested in evolution equations of dispersive and non-dispersive types. For this purpose, 
we will discuss their normal forms and canonical transforms which can be used for 
the reduction of general equations to these normal forms, and introduce comparison 
principles which can be used to obtain further information about equations in their 
normal form. 
We will also give an overview of related problems such as necessary estimates for 
Fourier integral and pseudo-differential operators, estimates in weighted £ 2-spaces for 
pseudo-differential and Fourier integral operators under minimal conditions, global 
calculus of these operators and other aspects and applications. 
2. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Main approaches to nonlinear evolution equations can be summarised as 
Nonlinear evolution equations 
~--------~?~ ~~~--------~ 
I Strichartz estimates I I smoothing estimates I 
'---+ Strichartz-smoothing estimates +--' 
In both of these approaches one looks for global estimates for linearised equations. 
Strichartz estimates here are essentially IJ' Lq space-time estimates while smoothing 
estimates are essentially Sobolev £ 2 space-time estimates. Since 1980's different 
spectral methods were developed to establish smoothing estimates for a variety of 
equations, starting perhaps from Kato [Ka2], and since 1990's methods of harmonic 
analysis were also used. The purpose of this paper is to describe also methods of 
the microlocal analysis, namely those of "canonical transforms" and "comparison 
principles". 
For real-valued function a(~) E ffi. and Dx = -iax, consider evolution equation 
{ (i8t + a(Dx)) u(t, x) = 0, 
u(O, x) = rp(x). 
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for estimates is when its solution 
has the 
1) 
where t E JR!., x E lR", and for what A-f"'J.- \Ne note that this 




since its solution x) 
estimate 1) is one of the "fundamental estimates" for 
u"""~uuu that arise in various in different e.g. 
m a(r~) == 
1ll· a(~) = 
water wave in 
Some other higher 
normal form 
'"'·""''""·"' wa11es in , 
= 0; 
e.g. 
2), e.g. Shrira 
+ -1-
OJ form. (n 2 3) ==? Zakharov~Schulman 
where has 
the interEcction of small vvave and acoustic wave. 
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The main idea of is that instead of "'-''>·'-'·'H·"' 
vve would like to look at relations between different 
summarised as 
I .t<;stimate for Eq 11 + ~tion Eq 1 ¢:'; Eq_2J ====?-
v1here Eq2 is a for 1.vhich 
have an estimate for •,vhich is a model 
a normal form, and a colT18SlPOnclinLg estimate for it. The relation between 
is then realised as a canonical transform. which we can view as a Fourier 
on JPI.n. 
Thus, among other 
"' to find normal forms and 
® to find 
are done 
calculus and 
of the form 
work best if the 
SG-order one, 
the same order ?n, and the 
of different orders. For 
that vve have 
to normal 
into each other. 
in JR." for which we need 
iE JPI.n. However, Fourier 
of order one in e 
of order m to a normal form. of 
U'C:Dv~V." becomes of hO"\:Ai to relate 
for norrnal 
I Estimate for Eql:nod I + Relation Eq lmod <;=? Jbqll ';~--> [Estimate for Eill 
J): ( 
~timate for 
principles allow to relate model thus 
relate Eql and of difi:'erent orders< 
are in fact 
3. SMOOTHING ESTIJVIP~TES 
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PLc:mch~rel'::. we km:rw that the :solution 
of initial data cp, that for ::my fixed time 
\ 0) ~~II 
ldowe~.rer, In 1112 .L-x vie have 
for ,. or 
to that It turns 
estimates for other mwelated For 
implies the for solutions to the 
For 
estimates 
1), for cli:o::nensions n > 2, we have 
1vhec:e A is one of the 
(s > [1] A 
[2] A 
[3] A 
(1- < Ct < 
> 2) 
The 
[Ch] fo:c n > 
o:::;o:< 
this estirnate 





Im -:- tl(2r )n-1 01 
-"- \' ' r' 
both of these estimates 
IIAull•2 1m> x""n' < 
.LJ \.ll\o_t -.11.\::..x) 
5 
(Jhihara 
n > 3 and 
'The 
also gave another 
estirnates 
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win be instead based on the geo-
of Fburier 
'A'"'"'·""·u estin1ates in Sobolev spaces. 
effect of evolution 
baen studied for more than :20 yem·s. Kato 
differential 










see e.g. Doi [Dol], Gerard 






meE,ns that the classical t~Jat the solution 
= 0, ~(0) 
.,We will 
\Ne can 
=f- 0 for all ~, and a - arn E 
~:- ... -:- +- ~1 satisfies (L) ·with nL = 3. 
these conditions including classes of non-
condition sometimes breaks down 
, but our n1ethods give some estimates 
see [RS6] for details. 
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. 4. IDEA OF THE APPROACH 
The main idea of our approach is that if we have a relation a(~) = ( u o 1/J) ( ~) for 
some 1/J : IR_n -+ IR_n to be specified later, then the Fourier integral operator T with 
phase function x · ~- y · 1/J(~) gives 
a(D) =To u(D) o r-1 . 
Consequently, suppose that we have estimate 
ll(x)-~<p(Dx)eit<T(Dxlg(x)ll£2 ::=; C llgll£2 · 
t,x x 
Then we can rewrite it as 
which implies 
with g = Tg. If we combine this with weighted estimates forT and r-1 in Sobolev 
spaces with weight (x) -~<, we obtain the corresponding smoothing estimate for eita(Dx), 
namely that 
Thus, canonical transforms allow us to reduce general estimates to estimates in the 
following normal forms (of a( D x)). Such transformations may be micro local in ~, but 
they are global in x. Without going much into detail, we have: 
• elliptic: a(~) =f. 0. In this case we can transform a(D) to ID1 Im; 
• principal type : \7 a(~) =f. 0. Here we can transform a( D) to ID1 Im-1 D2 ; 
• non- principal type: 'Va(~o) = 0. In this case we can transform a(D) to 
some normal forms determined by the Hessian D~a(~0 ). 
We note that in general these normal forms are different from those of Duistermaat 
and Hormander [DH], and that in general, a(~) does not have to be homogeneous (as 
under assumption (L)). The non-homogeneous behaviour is absorbed in the phase 
function - this is a difference with usual Fourier integral operators. 
In order to pursue this, we first have to establish estimates for model cases and 
to relate them to each other. Consequently, we need to develop a global theory of 
Fourier integral operators including operators with phases coming from these canon-
ical transformations. 
The argument above shows that if we have weighted estimates for Fourier integral 
operators, we can freely insert and take them out of smoothing estimates. More-
over, one can use Fourier integral operators to reduce general smoothing estimates 
to smoothing estimates for operators in normal forms in one and two dimensions. 
The next question is whether we can further relate estimates for equations in 
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5. COJviPARISON PRINCIPLES 








Thus, v.re know estiE1E:>'te for , how 
Let us start with the o::w-dimer~sional situation. 
estimate 1) for 
Theoreni 5.L Lei: f, g E 
then tue have 
all x, ~r E JR. 
be Teal-valtted and 
lu(~) I < 
If'(~) 1112 
7n,onoton,e. If ci, T E 
<' A II·-( D \) oitg(Dx)cp( x) 
___ ·:: _.!_ t \. :c e \ 
o,ny rneasv:rable 
< 
VVe Eote that since the value of the constant A in this the::>rern is the same, one 




"" v m(n _ '2) llcplb(!R:i)' 
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where the constant V m(~"'_2 ) is sharp. Indeed, form= 2 this was calculated by Simon 
[Si] using Kato's theory, and we can use Theorem 5.1 to deduce it for all m > 0 from 
this. 
Moreover, the use ofthis comparison principle simplifies proofs of many smoothing 
estimates. For example, the comparison principle immediately yields the equality 
vmii1Dxl(m-l)/2eitiDxlm <p(x) II 2 = v'zii1Dxl(l-l)/2eitiDxl! <p(x) II 
L (ffi'.t) £2(ffi'.t) 
for alll, m > 0, all x, x E JR, and all <p such that supp i,O C [0, +oo) or ( -oo, 0]. Using 
this with l = 1, we get 
vmiiiDx l(m-l)/2eitiDxlm <p(x) II£2(IRt) = II eitiDxl<p(x) II£2(1Rt) 
=lll.fJ(x + t)IIPciR,) =lll.fJIIPciRxl· 
Hence, multiplying by (x) -s with s > 1/2 and integrating, we get 
II (x)-siD l(m-l)/2eitiDxlm rn(x) II < Cllrnll x r £2(ffi'.t xffi'.x) - r £2(1Rx) 
which is the smoothing estimate in the 1D model case. 
We have the full range of such estimates in 1D, 2D, and radially symmetric model 
cases, and comprehensive relations among them, for details of which we refer to [RS5]. 
Here, let us only give the statement in the radially symmetric case: 
Theorem 5.2. Let f, g E C1 (JR+) be real-valued and strictly monotone. If cY, T E 
C0 (JR+) satisfy 
lcY(p)l < IT(p)l 
lf'(p)ll/2 - Alg'(p)ll/2' 
then we have estimate 
llcY(IDxl)eitf(IDxll<p(x) IIP(ffi'.t) ~ AIIT(IDx l)eitg(IDxl) <p(x) IIP(IRt) 
for all x E lRn. Especially, for any measurable weight w(x), we have 
llw(x }CJ(IDx l)eitf(IDxl) <p(x) IIP(IR, x!R!J) ~ Allw(x )T(IDx l)eitg(IDxll<p(x) IIL2(JR,xffi'.!J). 
Since our normal forms in Section 4 are in 1D (elliptic case) and in 2D (dispersive 
case), and some estimates reduce to the radially symmetric case, these comparison 
principles cover all normal forms and all types that we need, which we will show 
later. There are also extensions of these principles to equations with time-dependent 
coefficients, for which we refer to [RS6]. 
We note also that the comparison principle works in both ways, namely if we have 
reverse the inequality in (5.3), we must also reverse inequalities in (5.4) and (5.5). 
This follows simply by relabeling pairs cY, f and T, g. From this it follows, in particular, 
that the smoothing estimates for the wave (m = 1), Schrodinger (m = 2) and KdV 
(m = 3) equations are all equivalent to each other. 
9 




5.1. Let 0 < p :::; m. 





~VVe can not relate 






any fur:;her norm INith 
f,g, , T be ']'heoTem 
j l 
a,'n)y 1TteasttTatJ&e 
, that for all ~o::) < :::; co, 
If I 
Stricha,rtz estirnates \V~th == co 
Inay be a substi-0ute in sorne 
6. FURTHER ESTHAATES 
is of 
E 
Tlaeonen1. E:L L Condition (H) with > Tl't > 0, S > cor~dition (L) cuith 
II <Gil. 
, L 2 (Rt><ITt';) 
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EstL:nate ·was obtained by Ben~Artzi and fCiab1enna,n ;n the 
case and n > 3, and Chihara under cmcclition (H) and rn > 1. 
'~lVe note that m Theorem -ii also co-;rers the case rn c= 1 of 
rn > 1. Assume > n~~ -f- 1 OT assurne 
n >m> 1 T'hen we ha-ve estirn.ai;e 
assume condition (L), m > 0 and s > Then we have 
II :-:;C'il L 2 (lRt x IFR_~~) 
1'hese estin1ates '1~7\lere Kato in the case 




on the variable the 
estirnate 
II 
is equival•::;r:ct to the restriction estimate 
·~:Nhere p > 0) : Lei E and 
Let E \ 0) be real--valued 
A > 0 and~# 0. Then different 
II 
II 
li£2(pE 0 ,pn-1&,,) :-:; CIIJIIfrs(!Ri_") 
II U(pEa,Pn-CdvJ) < 
(s > 




> s :> 
e:stimate 
a theorems. If we in addition assnme that the 
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C.iaussian curvature of is then TNe have also the the c:-itical cases: 
'I ~ ~· ( ' 
I
I ( 'la,x)_ 
1 \I'Va(x)l 
Here the dt:al fLnction a'" (:c) is the relation 
in thne 
nc)nlinear 
7. INVARIANT ESTilVIATES 





First •01e can note that in the case it 
estil''late, On the other hand, it still continues 
Tnc~uy becorne zer·:J on so:::_~r1e 




of '7 a. For the detailed 
lil 
[1]) 
8. ESTIN[ATES FOR FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
In this section we cEscuss 
elass of •• _J • 1 u''"'''''~'·" 1s noc coveren 
·2stirnate 
-w·hich is also 
hovv 
[AF] and by other resuhs which are to oe mentioned later. 'Ne will also discuss the 
calculus of Fourier on lRn 
under minirnal 
Buzarro and Rodino [4], 
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and 
Gif",HUGU Sobolev spaces in lftn, also under minimal 
function q• E ceo 
1s a case with ~) = --y · ~· 
Similar results will also hold for the 
of the form 
·which a1)pear as 
Local for 
on infinitely 
fails in nu1ny 
and Hi:irmancler Local LP estimates 
have been studied over the years, 
of order m1e. But then 
is unbounded on !Ftn >< JR:n. 
In this includes 
the canonical tr3X1S-
y · , where 'ljJ is 
Boulkhemair ~~:xlmlcled.m;ss of Fourier oper-
ators under conditions 
on the differentiability of 
as above. 
boundedness of 
Let us assume that on supp a the 
in Sobolev~Kato spaces, which relax conditions 
but made similar to be 
results is to remove the 
such results to 
holds: 
there is C > 0 such that estimate 
I det 01 >C 
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holds for all (y, ~) E JRn x lR"; 
there are constants sach that estima~tes 
< 
hold for all >< JRn and alll < Ia I, IP'I :S 2n + 2° 
Note that condition 
tion", vvhich is necessary even for local 
in 
for detail:oL 
The difference with nT' 0 "''n'w 
mixed derivatives" , 
are satisfied in our main 
E) = y · ·lj;( ~), ·lj; is of order one for 
Consider first of the form" 
Theorem 8 .. L Let ¢(y, ~) 
the conditions"· 
Then ) -bo'itnded. 
OT1e 
In brackets we put names of authors of results with similar of assumptions 
for PS(3U{:L0-CllJTer see [R82] for details. In all of these statements 
follow from the :·esult with in Besov spaces that we describe now, see 
for details and Let 's' = 
-1- ... -1-
For 1 < p, q :S co, vve say that f E 
where 
is 
8.i(z) = 1. 
14 
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Theorern Kit , and 2 ~ p ~ O(J. Then 
~)I 
in u E 
vVe also 
Theorern 8.1 taking different 
The results axe difi:"erent for 
the forrn 
or for 
Theorem 8.3. Assume that 
< 
, l,6i :S 2'n -r- 1. l1lso , z. e. that on supp ~) j 
ldet 
and thoJ; rrtixed derivatives aTe bounded 
~)I< 
and 
IITI < C sup I 
lal,li31<:2n+l 
Now we will use '1 repre-
senta.tion ofT, and allow amplitudes to riarw.nr• 
Tbteorem 8.4. Let T' 
y, 
Let the constants and all I a I, li3 I > 1 
,~)1 < 
so·me rn E lR 
•"I I .. y,~/ s 
all OY, p, 'Y and all x, E [{n Then 'Y' is bottnded 
15 
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Moreover, numbers of derivatives """""'-carl 
numbers are in [RS2]. 
Yll!e also note that from the 
some > 0 we obtain the 
(y) ~ 
for this theoren:1 are finite and 
functions cjJ in this 
estimates 
for 
we use the notation 
= (1 + lx 
and let be the set of functions f such chat 
llfi 
l,f\/e will say that f E 
lS a 
Let the c/J= 
I det 012Co>O, 
Assume also one the 
(1) For all c1, and/, 
and all llll > 1, 
(2) ~F'oT all a, j3, and ·y, 
and all 01 and IP[ 2 1, 
Then T' is bounded 
Some calculus of these 
on 
\ 1/2 
l2 dT \ < 00. 
'"') 
and , wttere 
~) = 
alllal, 1/JI > 1 
01 < 
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refer to 




with no conditions on the 
for detsjls of which we 
c of ToP 
"" Same result for P o T but now with some conditions on the 
o VVe have formulae. For "'"'"·"''·''"'P"c .. 
improving in (: 
If a and p have additional 
for c. 
Let the ¢= 
and be s1tch that 
17 
of T o P has an 




all a, ,6 
x, e E ITt". 
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Then the B=To the 
~), ~), i?)] 
where ~)- 1]) + ( T/ - f,) ' 
this Theorem with p = 1, we can the 
CoroHary 8.'7. LetT be the ,-m.a••".•T'"''''" as in TheoTem 8.6. Then T can be written in 
the 
with f,) 
joT all a, 1, and all x, z, f, E IRn. 
t) "' '\' --EJf3 ) ~ L..J 17 f,), 77)] 
(3 
wlteTe W is as in tl&e theorem. 
VVe can to obtain a "normal 
form" for /','C.ll'GJCCLllDCU in one of the 
variables. 
all a, 'Y and all x, y, f, E JR.n Then T can be written in the 
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with 
l8~8fc(x,~)l ::S: Ca(3(x)m1+mz(~)m3 , Va,f], x,~ E JR.n. 
·-!ill (3 (3 Moreover, we have the asymptotic expansion c(x, ~) "' 2:f3 'f3! 8~ 8Y a(x, y, ~) ly=x· 
Note that from all asymptotic expansions it is clear that if a has additional decay 
with respect to some variables, so does the new amplitude. For example, if a E SG, 
so does c, i.e. a E SGm1,mz,m3 implies that c E SGm1 +mz,ma. 
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